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What is crossWhat is cross--validation?validation?

!! Ideally, collect data to create a forecast Ideally, collect data to create a forecast 
then collect new data to verify forecast.then collect new data to verify forecast.

!! When not possible, split collected data When not possible, split collected data 
into two sets.into two sets.

!! Training set used to create forecast.Training set used to create forecast.

!! Testing set used to verify forecast.Testing set used to verify forecast.



Assumptions for crossAssumptions for cross--validationvalidation

!! The testing and training sets are The testing and training sets are 
independent.*independent.*

!! Observations in the testing and training Observations in the testing and training 
sets come from the same distribution.sets come from the same distribution.

!! Testing set observations are accurate and Testing set observations are accurate and 
unbiased.unbiased.

*Not the same as IID.*Not the same as IID.



When might crossWhen might cross--validation be validation be 
used?used?

!! Field project data (e.g. Juneau Wind Field project data (e.g. Juneau Wind 
Hazard Alert System).Hazard Alert System).

!! For For nowcastnowcast products that are developed products that are developed 
using current observations (e.g. Ceiling using current observations (e.g. Ceiling 
and Visibility product).and Visibility product).

!! Others?Others?



Some Methods of Selecting DataSome Methods of Selecting Data
!! Randomly. Randomly. 

!! Create pairs, place one member in each Create pairs, place one member in each 
set. set. 

!! Divide at some time (not recommended Divide at some time (not recommended 
when time trends may be present, such when time trends may be present, such 
as seasonal or increasing).as seasonal or increasing).

!! Coverage design for spatial data. Coverage design for spatial data. 

!! Systematically (i.e. jackknife).Systematically (i.e. jackknife).



SUGGESTED METHOD FOR SMALL SETS SUGGESTED METHOD FOR SMALL SETS 
OF CASES OF CASES –– Repeated Cross ValidationRepeated Cross Validation

!! Select a very small sample of cases to Select a very small sample of cases to 
leave out of the training set (e.g. 1 or 5). leave out of the training set (e.g. 1 or 5). 
Create forecast using remaining cases.Create forecast using remaining cases.

!! Verify on withheld cases.Verify on withheld cases.
!! Repeat many times (e.g. 100).Repeat many times (e.g. 100).
!! Summarize results from errors computed Summarize results from errors computed 

for each verification set (e.g. POD or for each verification set (e.g. POD or 
MAE).MAE).



JWHAS exampleJWHAS example

!! Need to verify JWHAS forecast EDR value.Need to verify JWHAS forecast EDR value.

!! Aircraft measurements of EDR from the Aircraft measurements of EDR from the 

2003 field project form basis for product.2003 field project form basis for product.

!! These observations are also the only These observations are also the only 

available verification data.available verification data.
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JWHAS Data IssuesJWHAS Data Issues

!! Each flight has time correlation.Each flight has time correlation.

!! Spatial correlation is unlikely as each box Spatial correlation is unlikely as each box 
is treated separately.is treated separately.

!! One instrument takes all measurements, One instrument takes all measurements, 
thus systematic bias is possible.thus systematic bias is possible.



JWHAS Cross Validation MethodsJWHAS Cross Validation Methods

!! Cases < 21: Don't bother. Cases < 21: Don't bother. 

!! Cases < 25: leave each case out 1 time, run n Cases < 25: leave each case out 1 time, run n 
times (Jackknife) times (Jackknife) 

!! Cases < 35: leave 2 cases out each time at Cases < 35: leave 2 cases out each time at 
random, run 25 times random, run 25 times 

!! Cases < 60: leave 5 cases out at random, run 10 Cases < 60: leave 5 cases out at random, run 10 
timestimes

!! Else:Else: leave 10 cases out at random, run 5 times leave 10 cases out at random, run 5 times 



0.7130.2410.8810.832JWHAS
“Cheating”

0.6550.2920.8830.772JWHAS
Cross-validated

TSSFARPODnPODy

Example ResultsExample Results



Ceiling and Visibility exampleCeiling and Visibility example

!! Need to verify Ceiling and Visibility Need to verify Ceiling and Visibility 
analysis product, i.e. analysis product, i.e. nowcastnowcast..

!! METAR stations measurements of C and V METAR stations measurements of C and V 
form basis for analysis product.form basis for analysis product.

!! The observations at METAR stations are The observations at METAR stations are 
also the only available verification data.also the only available verification data.



LOCATIONS OF CONUS METAR STATIONS USED







Ceiling and Visibility Data IssuesCeiling and Visibility Data Issues

!! Data have spatial correlation.Data have spatial correlation.

!! All observations are taken from a single All observations are taken from a single 
hour, so there is no timehour, so there is no time--series.series.

!! The instruments at each location are The instruments at each location are 
distinct, thus less likely to have systematic distinct, thus less likely to have systematic 
bias.bias.



ConclusionsConclusions
!! CrossCross--validation can be used in forecast validation can be used in forecast 

verification when better methods are not verification when better methods are not 
possible.possible.

!! Forecast verification data most likely Forecast verification data most likely 
violate some assumptions, thus care violate some assumptions, thus care 
should be used in application of crossshould be used in application of cross--
validation methods.validation methods.


